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Modulating type part turn electric valve 

actuator 

Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator are 

designed for switching and regulating ball/plug valves and 

damper automation. Since our products are all over the 

world, we are known for quality, stable operation and safe 

operation. AOX is a manufacturer of electric actuators in 

China.Our Modulating type part turn electric valve 

actuator continue this trend as always and will never 

change. Choosing AOX is a professional choice. We have first-class product technology and 

professional R&D team to provide you with suitable designs. 
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Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator Introduction 

 

Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator is newly designed and developed for especially 

small ball & plug valves and damper automation.It widely applies to petroleum, chemical, water 

treatment, shipping, paper making, power plant, heating, light industry and other industries. 

Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator are suitable for a wide range of harsh industrial 

applications, with high positioning accuracy and compact construction.AOX has its own factory.We 

expect to be your long term partner in China. 
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Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator Parameter (Specification) 
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Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator Feature And Application 

 

Torque range：30~5000N.m 

Ambient temperature：-20℃~+70℃ 

Control method：On and off / modulating type/ Intelligent type 

Related humidity: <90%(25℃). 

Mounting Flange（ISO 5211）：F04/F05/F07/F10/F12/F14/F16 

Output signal(On-off type): Fully open & fully close passive contact(2A 250VAC). 

Type of On-off Signal: Contact signal. Pulse signal 
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Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator details 

1.Wide torque range:The torque of Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator is form 

30Nm-5000Nm. 

2.Circuit for power supply standard, circuit layout is reasonable and compact, terminals meet various 
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of additional functional requirements effectively. 

3.Easy set cams for Modulating type part turn electric valve actuator: Electronic limit switch is 

controlled by cam.The position can be set accurately and conveniently without special tool. 

 


